From Business & Community Organizations
Dr. Gottlieb tailor‐made and delivered an absolutely outstanding diversity training for the Yakima County
justice system. This experience has improved our organizational culture, our relationships with each other
and the citizens we serve. Our justice system is a better place because of Dr. Gottlieb and UnityWorks.
Kenneth A. Ray, M.Ed., Director
Yakima County Department of Corrections

UnityWorks made the most powerful presentation to our Leadership Yakima group on our first day,
that not only left me in tears, but deeply questioning any biases I have and why I have them.
Lexi Mitchell, Operations Manager
Pacific Northwest University

Randie – Your presentation was excellent. I typically approach diversity events with apprehension.
However, yours was well‐organized, thoughtful and put me at ease. Thank you again for your time
and expertise. I hope to work with you in the future.
Steven Branch, Chair
Comprehensive Mental Health Foundation, WA

Everyone is still excited. The work we did with you really got us past our stuck point!
Cathy Kelley, Coordinator
Sunnyside United.Unidos

Dr. Gottlieb rapidly involved us in identifying our major differences and how they enhance our organi‐
zation and community. The feedback from staff members participating in the workshop was excellent.
J. Tuman, President
Perry Technical Institute

Your diversity training was one of the most highly rated activities of the whole program.
Alison Kilkenny, Manager of Education Programs
Foundation for International Understanding, University of Washington

Randie Gottlieb guided us through our first bi‐lingual cultural awareness training for over 300 foremen,
supervisors, business owners and managers. The training seminar was handled with skill and sensitivity.
We found Randie to be professional in all aspects and would gladly work with her again.
Mike Gempler, Executive Director
Washington Growers League

It is a rare gift to be able to speak effectively to such a diverse group. Dr. Gottlieb made it seem like
the most natural thing in the world. We would enthusiastically recommend her as one of our most
professional and inspirational speakers.
Francisco D. Salinas, Director
Student Support Services, Washington State University
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